
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEATLES, WINGS,  & SIX STRINGS 
with Laurence Juber 

This workshop covers arranging and performing for Fingerstyle Guitar and 
encourages a musical approach to the guitar with technique and performance 
skills integrated organically into the presentation. 

Laurence will work on techniques for arranging songs; building moving parts from 
basic harmony; voicing and articulating the melody, bass and groove to create a 
satisfying performance. Repertoire is drawn from traditional tunes, the 'great 
American song book', Beatles and Wings tunes, as well as his originals. 
Standard tuning plus DADGAD and other altered tunings. Lots of tips, tricks and 
useful picking advice. 

There is an emphasis on both left and right hand fingering in regard to tone 
production and technical efficiency. 
 
Two-time Grammy winner Laurence Juber is known both for his time as lead 
guitarist in Paul McCartney's Wings and for his signature solo career that now 
spans some twenty solo recordings. The San Francisco Chronicle has written 
this about Laurence's playing: " ...the notes spin out of the songs with such 
finesse and musical agility, it's hard to believe he has only 10 fingers and six 
strings." Or as the San Diego Reader says: "He has a fluid style that shifts gears 
through simultaneous jazzy chording, leads, and bass lines, while weaving in and 
out of musical thoughts faster than a Formula One racer. Laurence earned his 
first Grammy with Paul McCartney and his second for his incomparable solo 
arrangement of 'The Pink Panther'. His album 'Pop Goes Guitar' includes his 
arrangement of 'Stand By Me' that received widespread international airplay and 
his 'LJ Plays the Beatles' was voted one of Acoustic Guitar Magazine's' all-time 
Top Ten albums. 

Saturday, April 27, 2-4 pm, St. Lawrence Acoustic Stage, Morrisburg (in the 
OETIO/Morrisburg Meeting Centre, 12580 Cty Rd 2, Morrisburg).  

Workshop Tickets $25.  Tickets are available at Strung Out Guitars Cornwall or 
online at our website below. We require a minimum number of eight participants 
for this workshop to proceed so advance registration is required! Please email 
info@st-lawrencestage.com for further information! 

 
www.st-lawrencestage.com 


